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BAVARIAN HIGHLIGHTS - 2016
(ZE) A premium quality 9 days land tour package
by Globus
wwwww
Starts and ends in Munich; from USD 1,989/person* (twin-share)
*Promotional or special offers/discounts are subject to terms and conditions.
Request for complete tour itinerary and information for your travel date!

April: 16, 23, 30
May: 7, 14, 21, 28
June: 4, 11, 18, 25
July: 2, 9, 16, 23, 30
August: 6, 13, 20, 27
September: 3, 10, 17

Lederhosen, Oktoberfest, pretzels, a beautiful Alpine backdrop, excellent beer,
storybook castles, and medieval towns…this is Bavaria and on this Germany tour,
you’ll experience Bavaria's highlights. You’ll overnight in Munich, Regensburg,
Nuremberg, the Black Forest, and Oberammergau, and you’ll visit many medieval
towns along the way.
Sightseeing throughout the tour features the must-see attractions. In Munich, visit
Marienplatz with its Old and New Town Halls and its famous glockenspiel, recreating a royal wedding from the 16th century. History buffs are sure to be delighted
in Regensburg, where your sightseeing features the 12th-century Stone Bridge, the
oldest preserved bridge of its kind in Germany; the Porta Pretoria, gates to an ancient
Roman fort built in the 2nd century; and St. Peter's Cathedral, begun in the 13th
century. In Nuremberg, admire the impressive medieval ramparts as you walk
through the pedestrian area of the charming Old Town.
Additionally, on this Germany tour, Globus has included special experiences to help
you get a feel for Bavaria and to make your vacation unique. Among the many
included features, you’ll enjoy a light lunch at the Historic Sausage Kitchen in
Regensburg, Germany's oldest restaurant. Here—where the locals congregate—feel
the vibrant atmosphere and take in the remarkable views along the river as you enjoy
a "medieval hot dog." In medieval Bamberg, the city with the largest historical centre
in Germany and a UNESCO World Heritage Site, taste "smoked beer," a type of beer
with a distinctive smoke flavour. Near Oberammergau, you'll visit Neuschwanstein
Castle, the fairytale castle of King Ludwig II nestled in the Bavarian Alps.
These are just a few of the many highlights on this Bavarian Highlights tour. Between
the historical sights, fascinating towns, unique included experiences, and beautiful
scenery as a backdrop, this is a vacation of a lifetime!
Phone: +65 91823428
Email: info@gutereise.com.sg
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Combine Bavarian Highlights land tour with the Romantic Rhine river cruise
from Basel to Amsterdam! Alternatively, “add on” a few more days, either before
or after this tour, to see yet more of Germany and/or other European countries.
Take a second land tour package, and get a discount for the total package.

For your complete quotation, and tour booking, simply call
GUTEREISE! (expert for travel to Germany and Europe)
(Phone: +65 91823428 or email: info@gutereise.com.sg)
Notes:
GuteReise! is an authorised agent to offer tour product of Globus (and Avalon)
Availability, pricing and all other terms and conditions are stipulated and set by
tour operators (Globus and Avalon).
Customers’ deposit payment for booking and other tour services are handled by
GuteReise! and subject to terms and conditions of both agency and the operators.
Prices are denominated in USD and payment transactions are in equivalent SGD
(applicable forex rate is determined on day of making full payment).
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